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Exxon Butterfly is an exercise in the unlikely. As such , it means to mate a classic text 

with a story taken from today's headlines in such a way as to inspire fr esh writing and 

surprising connections . Madam e Butterfly and ExxonMobil are both long-running 

commercial hits. Known to most audiences as the popular opera by Puccini, Madame 

Butterfly actually started its life onstage as a hugely successful melodrama, written 

and produced in 1900 by New York theatrical entrepreneur David Belasco, who 

adapted his play from an 1898 novella of the same title by Philadelphia lawyer and 

writer John Luther Long, who himself had adapted his story from the novel Mp dame 

Chrysanthemum by the popular French writer Pierre Loti. ExxonMobil , of course, is 

the ubiquitous and hugely profitable purveyor of fossil fuels , with a name linked to oil 

spills and contemporary melodramas on public television. Lately, its name has been 

linked with a campaign to discredit the science behind global warming. 

There may be a deeper commercial connectio n here. In Madame Butterfly , a man rents 

a woman for sex under a socially sanctioned financial agreement which allows him to 

ignore certain truths about th e nature of human love. This willed ignorance and 

misunderstanding leads to the birth of a child named Trouble and to the heroine's 

demise . Likewise, in the business of oil extraction, narrowly drawn commercial 

agreements permit companies like Exxon to lease the earth and drill for profit , 

allowing th em to ignore certain truth s about the fragility and finitud e of the environ-

ment and the necessity for a responsible stewardship . Such willed ignorance and 

misunderstanding has resulted in the birth of a very troublesome problem called 

Glob al Warming, which could conceivably, if hyperbolically, end in the death of the 

pl anet . Call it creative speculati on or r ash and invidious co mparison, this connection 

gave birth to Tanker, the nautical vaudevill e written by the ensemble to accompany 

Madam e Butterfly. 
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